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CSCA08 Tutorial #6

T0008

TODAY

� Announcement

� Assignment 1 in process of being marked 

� Assignment 2 is now out

Assignment #2

� http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~giovanna/cscA08/assignments/a2/index.shtml

Lab Today

� Lists

� While-loops

What are List?

� List is a collection of ANYTHING: integers, floats, and 
strings and even list of lists (see today’s lab)

� List have order and can be accessed by their index

� People who have programming experience might be 
familiar with the term: array

� But how is it different?

� Did arrays have append(), remove() etc? 

� Interesting fact: Historically, strings were consider as 
arrays (lists) of alphanumeric characters 

Mutability

� From students on bulletin board (Use it! It’s helpful)
http://www.utsc.toronto.edu/~atafliovich/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.cgi?num=1318635780

� Immutable

� int

� bool

� string

� float

� Mutable

� list

� Picture

� Sample

� Pixel
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List Built-in Function and Methods

� List have built-in functions and methods just like strings

� Lecture slides have the list functions 

� Help (list) for list method

� List functions can work on strings (with some 
limitations)

� s = ‘THIS IS A STRING’

� max(s) is ???

� min(s) is ???

� sum(s) is ???

While-loops

� Allows us to repeated execute a series of code until a 
condition is met

� Keep asking user for input until they give a valid answer
� ans = raw_input(“Do you live on campus? (Y/N) “)

ans = ans.lower() #ignore upper/lower case
while not (ans == ‘y’ or ans == ‘n’):

print “Error: Answer must be Y or N”
#ask the user for input again
ans = raw_input(“Do you live on campus? (Y/N) “)
ans = ans.lower()

print “Thank you for participating in the survey”

� Note: It might be tempting to write 
while ans != ‘y’ or ans != ‘n’: 
but this will introduce a bug into the program. 
Try to trace it yourself to see why.

While-loops vs for-loops

� So why do we need while-loops?

� While loops are more powerful

� All for-loops can be expressed as a while-loop

Converting for-loops to while-loops

� for samp in snd:
print samp

� i = 0 #accumulator 
while i < len(snd):

samp = snd.get_sample(snd, i)
print samp

#DON’T FORGET TO INCREMENT
i += 1 #shorthand for i = i + 1


